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ABSTRACT: Design and implementation of a diesel-level measurement system based on a capacitive sensor.
Implement capacitive sensor interface with emphasis on maximizing the performance in relation to the costs that can be
very useful module for diesel sensing in industries. Here embedded microcontrollers, can do a better job, making
possible feats that mechanical systems can’t reasonably be expected to handle. Industrial level instrumentation and
accessories for more than four years has introduced its Compact Mount Tank Level Sensor for continuous level
measurement. Here introduced diesel level sensor to continuous measuring the diesel level in industries. In this paper
calculation is made in frequency variation on increasing level of diesel.
Keywords: Stainless steel rod, frequency measurement using CRO, 555 timer IC, 89c2051 microcontroller, RS-232
communication
I. INTRODUCTION
Instruments for diesel level measurement have been around for many years. But here my motive to implement the
sensor for continuous level measurement and real time data display on computer by serial Communication, observe
data at computer continuously Measuring Diesel level is an essential task for industrial perspective. In this way, it
would be possible to track the actual implementation of such initiatives with integration of various controlling
activities. Therefore, diesel flow controlling system implementation [2] .The existing automated method of level
detection is described [3]. Usually, this kind of systems provides visual multi level as well as continuous level
indication. Proper monitoring is needed to ensure diesel sustainability is actually being reached, with disbursement
linked to sensing and automation. Such programmatic [1] approach entails microcontroller based automated diesel level
sensing.89c2051 microcontroller used as a single board computer. The aim of this work is to present an ideal design
technique of the Diesel level sensor system based on the use of the commercially available microcontroller
II. BASIC CONCEPTS
The technique of diesel level monitoring and controlling system concentrated with some basic parts which are softly
aggregated together in our proposed method. Basic descriptions of some parts are described below which are very
useful for design perspective.
A.RS-232 Communication
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For communication, 9600 baud rate asynchronous serial transmission rate with UART mode. Communication generally
baud rates set at 300, 600, 1200, 4800 and 9600. Serial communication is often used either to control or to receive data
from an embedded microprocessor. Serial communication is a form of I/O in which the bits of a byte begin transferred
appear one after the other in a timed sequence on a single wire. Serial communication has become the standard for inter
computer communication. In this lab, we'll try to build a serial link between 8051 and PC using RS232.
B. Bar Graph display
For level indication unit we can use some LED light which will work for Diesel level indication. By touching different
diesel levels through diesel level sensor, LED should be indicated as on/off (i.e. on: yes sensor senses diesel).here
diesel is taken as fluid. This type display indicator mainly used for industrial application [6].
• Industrial Controls
• Instrumentation
• Office Equipment
• Computer Peripherals
• Consumer Products
Table1.The code table bright LED bar graph display

C. Fluid Level Sensor
To make special fluid level sensor we would like to introduce some convenient materials such as stainless steel rod,
90m sensor cable, resistance etc [4].After that we calibrated the various frequency reading at various levels. Here we
observed the reading each 1cm.Then we plot the (X-Y) axis graph. Sensor-array probe uses the liquid level as part of
the circuit path. The height location of the sensor points correspond to the desired levels to detect, and the contacts are
made or coated with a material that won’t corrode, oxidize or react with the diesel in the tank. The sensor points can be
inserted directly into the tank. Terminal posts on the other side can wire directly to the interface board, but most
designers prefer a sensor board that can be inserted and removed in a single location. The fewer holes drilled into a
tank, the fewer possible sources of leak and failure but we didn’t hole in the tank .we inserted the sensor stainless rod
from top to bottom gradually for high resolution and noted the observation. Replicating the same stage will provide as
much
resolution
as
needed.
The
LEDs
can
be
replaced..
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The voltages used should not cause electrolysis in the tank. It’s important not to build up explosive gases. One
technique is to sense every so often rather than in real time. This ensures that power is off to the entire array for most of
the time, only powered up when needed for a quick measurement. Also, shunting each side of the sensor to ground
when not in use will not let a charge build up. Sensor will exhibit a lower frequency when liquid levels are higher. A
parallel capacitor can set the open-circuit oscillator base frequency. As soon as diesel touches the bottom part of the
probe, the capacitance will change abruptly to a lower frequency, which begins the measurement range. As the level
rises, more capacitance lowers the frequency linearly. At the highest fill level, the lowest frequency will be measured.
III.555 IC VOLTAGE CONTROLLED OSCILLATOR
In most cases, the frequency of an oscillator is determined by the time constant RC. However, in cases or applications
such as FM, tone generators, and frequency-shift keying (FSK), the frequency is to be controlled by means of an input
voltage, called the control voltage. This can be achieved in a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO). A VCO is a circuit
that provides an oscillating output signal (typically of square-wave or triangular waveform) whose frequency can be
adjusted over a range by a dc voltage.. A Schmitt trigger circuit is employed to switch the current sources between
charging and discharging the capacitor, and the triangular voltage produced across the capacitor and square-wave from
the Schmitt trigger are provided as outputs through buffer amplifiers. Both the output waveforms are buffered so that
the output impedance of each is 50 f2.

Fig.1 Capacitor discharging waveform
A simple oscillator circuit such as a 555 can create a frequency range that a micro can measure. The 555 can also be
used to control the pulse width. A typical oscillator can be made using a 555 timer. The frequency of the oscillator
indicates the liquid level. A constant current source continuously charges the capacitive sensor to the reference
threshold level on the comparator. The comparator will pulse high each time the capacitive sensor reaches the reference
threshold level .this closes the switch, discharge the capacitor and resets the counter. Here we used the IC555 as a
voltage controlled oscillator.
.
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Fig.2 .Reset and output waveform

Fig 3.VCO Waveform

Fig 4.VCO waveform with and without sensor contact
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IV.EXPERIMENTAL RESULT & DISCUSSIONS
When we used Diesel as a fluid .frequency is decresing very gradually but in case of water frequency was decreasing
very rapidly.this is due to different dielectrics of fluid and realative permittivity. We obseved the different frequency at
diffent level and also observed the different range of frequency for different types of fluid. Every fluid have its own
dielectric so the relative permittivity becomes changes on changes the fluid.here we observed the data to consider two
fluid (water,diesel).we oserved the diffent range of frequency in each case.i performes this result ti take a stainless steel
rod of length(150cm).i select the single rod in cylindrical shape diameter(1.2 cm).The insulated electrode is built with a
PTFE (commonly known as (Teflon) insulated wire whose nominal internal and external diameters are 1 mm and 1.5
mm[5]. I plot the graph between the increasing level of water and its corresponding frequency. The observed of
frequency continuous decreasing on increasing level of water due the variation in capacitance increases on increasing
level of fluid. So we observed data continuously on each 1(cm) scale. We observed very precisely.
A. Diesel level column vs. frequency reading
Observations are listed below where we show the height of water column and corresponding frequency. Here we took
observation these are the basically frequency reading with respect to the level of fluid in the tank. We observed here
that on increasing level of fluid, the frequency is decreasing recorded these reading by oscilloscope. These are reading
for water. We perform the experiment four times when we start the experiment first time we observed very good
frequency response. After that some changes occur even response is too good. Here we showed 105 cm fluid level and
continuous monitoring the frequency on each cm. After observing this record, I made the display (bar graph display
[6][7] to show the level of fluid(diesel) in the tank. We have various frequency on various level .some point are in the
recorded data that we observe the large change. It can be due to some external physical condition (temperature,
pressure etc). It is very sensitive so at the time of measurement we should take proper precautions.
Table 2 .Measured level and capacitive diesel level sensor frequency
Diesel
Level tank (cm)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
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Freq f1(kHz)

Freq f2(kHz)

Freq f3(kHz)

4.871
4.85
4.776
4.771
4.748
4.739
4.669
4.651
4.638
4.617
4.601
4.61

4.771
4.762
4.746
4.73
4.723
4.69
4.664
4.647
4.638
4.63
4.604
4.591

4.916
4.892
4.862
4.854
4.819
4.794
4.801
4.762
4.755
4.73
4.72
4.715
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Table 3.Measured level and capacitive diesel level sensor frequency

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

4.671
4.655
4.596
4.592
4.588
4.554
4.533
4.53
4.484
4.48
4.472
4.46
4.421
4.394
4.371
4.361
4.318
4.304

4.576
4.556
4.55
4.543
4.517
4.488
4.503
4.496
4.487
4.476
4.469
4.46
4.427
4.421
4.409
4.398
4.386
4.371

4.708
4.699
4.677
4.67
4.651
4.621
4.617
4.604
4.591
4.566
4.554
4.541
4.533
4.509
4.494
4.488
4.464
4.431

Here we calibrated the result up to 30 cm these are the reading for diesel. In case of diesel the frequency is decreasing
gradually. But in case of water the frequency was decreasing very rapidly. We observed the more drift between actual
level and matured level. Plot graph between diesel level and frequency

Fig.5 Diesel level versus frequency graph
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Fig.6 Diesel level versus frequency graph
These are the observations .frequency is decreasing gradually on increasing the level of diesel. But in case of water
frequency was decreasing rapidly. In all the three observation not obtain the more drift. Frequency is decreasing
gradually. Data recorded by digital storage oscilloscope.
B. Comparison analysis between actual level and measured level
Here we compared the actual level and measured level. Red line in graph showed the measured level of fluid and blue
graph showed the actual level’s observed there is no more difference in the actual level and measured level. at starting
point of graphs makes some difference because the line of graph not fully overlapped to each other. But when the level
of fluid starts increasing the measured level is overlapped not fully but very close. This small difference due to
variation of physical condition .it is too precise and accurate. We indicate the level in centimetre scale. Axis of graph
showed the actual level and y axis showed the measured level .we measured it up to 115cm (approximate).we observed
these reading after using capacitive sensing module made by 150 cm stainless steel rod and insulated Teflon cable .i
selected the stainless steel rod as hollow cylindrical shape. After drilling bottom of this rod made a hole of 5mm
diameter .in case of diesel we plot the graph for diesel level.
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Fig.7 Comparison between actual Diesel level column and measured
V .CONCLUSION
The objective of the work presented in this paper is to design and implement capacitive sensor interface with emphasis
on maximizing the performance in relation to the costs. Here we made continuous level measurement To begin with;
some typical applications and sensor elements are considered for this design. Next, the electrical properties of the
capacitive sensors are characterized as accurately as possible. Then, the most important interface requirements for
different applications are considered and the performance.Therefore, the number of modes should be kept to a
minimum, with a minimum sacrifice of performance and application range. By analyzing the charge-transfer time
constant, we found that the integrator current needs to be programmable. The oscillator frequency, which is inversely
proportional to this current, can be set by the user to optimize the interface performance for user-specific applications.
In addition to this, a programmable digital divider is available to match the data acquisition rate with the bandwidth of
the physical sensor signal. Finally, with an off-chip capacitor, the user can set a desired capacitor range. Often,
capacitive sensor elements are connected to the electronic interface circuitry with long wires consisting of
cables. To reduce the effects of interference, these connecting wires or cables are shielded. Provisions have
to be taken to prevent the parasitic capacitances of these cables from forming direct shunting components
for the sensing elements, because without such provisions any changes in these parasitic capacitances
would seriously degrade the sensor-system performance. When the capacitive sensor elements are floating, i.e.
when none of the terminals have been connected to ground, then they can be read by interface circuits that are
intrinsically immune to stray capacitances.However, safety reasons and/or operating limitations might require one of
the electrodes of the sensing elements to be grounded. Here we observed that capacitive sensing module is good but it
becomes much effect due to physical environmental condition. We tried to overcome all these problems so we observed
very precise and accurate result. We have successfully experiment the system in lab. Resolution is defined as the
smallest reliable measurement that a system can make. The resolution of a capacitive sensing system is better and the
final accuracy the measurement requires.
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